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COURSE APPLICATION

Please save or download to desktop (or other location) before completing this form.

Participatory Performance:
Artists, Audiences, and Civic Engagement
Team-taught by Kristin Horton & Leila Buck
ARTS-UG 1090 (4 units)
Application should be submitted electronically to kdh4@nyu.edu by TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1.
Students will be notified of application decisions by Wednesday, November 9.
COURSE DESCRIPTION: Beginning from the premise that by its nature theater is inherently participatory,
this arts workshop explores a wide spectrum of participatory/interactive performance with an emphasis on
contemporary practices and their potential for civic engagement. Specific attention will be given to the
relationships between artist, event and spectator-participant as well as forms of interactivity and the
spectrum of engagement they provide. What does it mean to participate? How does participatory
performance affect the role and process of the writer, director, designer, performer, and audience
member? Who is in the audience? What are the ethical concerns of these evolving and increasingly popular
practices? Throughout the course students will engage as creators as well as audience-participants as we
examine these relationships and questions. We will investigate the work of artists and companies using
participatory forms to explore such concepts as democracy, citizenship, and systems of privilege including
Aaron Landsman (City Council Meeting), Dread Scott (Dread Scott: Decision), dog & pony dc, Epic Theatre
Ensemble and others. The course will also address the issues raised by working cross-culturally and
frameworks for artists to consider the political and philosophical implications of making work in, with,
about and for diverse communities. Theoretical texts may include readings by Claire Bishop, Nicolas
Bourriaud, Augusto Boal and others based on student research interests. The course culminates in an inclass sharing of short participatory performances-in-progress created by students individually or in groups
based on intersections with their own research and practices.
Name

_____________________________________________

E-mail

________________________________________

College or school in which you are matriculated __________________________________________________________________
Class level:

Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

Senior NYU ID

________________________________________

Please state your concentration (or major, for non-Gallatin students)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ESSAY REQUIREMENT
On a separate sheet (typed and double-spaced), please answer the following question in 400 words or less:
Discuss your interest in the course as it relates to your area of study. While experience in participatory
performance and civic engagement is not necessary, we are most curious about how you characterize
your point of entry based on your background/interests and what you hope to gain from the class. If you
have an arts practice, please let us know, as well as what your specific interests in civic engagement are.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

For administrative use only:

Status of application:

Student may enroll.

Student may not enroll.

